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A Fragile Peace

2019-02-18

one family will do whatever it takes to save all that they hold
dear a world war ii saga of survival and hope from a writer of
great skill and vitality sarah harrison international bestselling
author summer 1936 a sunny day in kent a perfect afternoon for a
garden party and everything seems right in the tranquil and ordered
world of the jordan family but before the day is out that peace is
shattered due to a war being fought in a country not their own
summer 1940 london is at war and for the first time in the history
of combat a civilian population is under attack from the air as a
consequence also for the first time a generation of young men is
called upon to face the enemy not from within an organized force
on land or on sea but in individual and lethal combat in the skies
above the green fertile and until now peaceful fields of southern
england

A Fragile Peace

1996

although mike stockman s alcoholism is destroying him and his
family his daughter lee driven to be the perfect student his son rick
holding back from achievement and life his wife katy s fiercely
protective love is keeping him from confronting hisp

The Fragile Peace

1975

parallel stories of the ira and the police in england both racing to
keep one step ahead a provo hitman in the pay of the british
intelligence service is under orders to kill billy and liam each on
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opposing sides of the conflict before they destroy the fragile peace

The Fragile Peace, 1919-39

2000

elves are a people of clans tribes and nations their lives are filled
with family when her village ended and her parents where killed and
her revenge cost her the last of her family loralil was cut loose
of the ties that bind elves to life karleen and levy have managed to
keep her from death wishing and pulled her back from her inner
darkness but she refuses to speak out of concern they hit the road
again to bring her to the last known enclave of grey elf healers
they can only hope those mystical healers can help her find a
fragile peace

The Fragile Peace 1919-39

1999

the fragile peace chronicles the two dizzying decades that
followed the cataclysm of the first world war

A Fragile Peace

1987-07-01

for over fifty years the federation has enjoyed an uneasy peace
with the romulan star empire the cornerstone of this fragile
accord has been the neutral zone a buffer one light year wide that
separates the galactic powers although each side has tested the
other s resolve in the past the ramifications of a large scale
violation of the zone have been unthinkable until now
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The Fragile Peace

1996

several regions of the world are characterized by persistent
internal conflict and deeply rooted structures of violence this
work explores why domestic and international efforts to re
establish order human security democratic processes and a
developing economy are proving difficult to achieve

A Fragile Peace

2008

the complete history of northern ireland from the irish civil war to
brexit a wonderful book beautifully written informative and
incisive irish times after two decades of relative peace following
the good friday agreement of 1998 the brexit referendum in 2016
reopened the northern ireland question in this thoughtful and
engaging book feargal cochrane considers the region s troubled
history from the struggle for irish independence in the nineteenth
century to the present new chapters explain the reasons for the
suspension of devolved government at stormont in 2017 and its
restoration in 2020 as well as the consequences for northern
ireland of britain s decision to leave the european union providing a
complete account of the province s hundred year history this book
is essential reading to understand the present dimensions of the
northern irish conflict

A Fragile Peace

2015-09-10

poems that focus on remembering and bearing witness
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The Fragile Peace, 1919-39

2000

the african continent has experienced too many violent conflicts
leading to much loss of life destruction of infrastructure
disruption of productive socio economic activity displacement of
hundreds of thousands of people and the diversion of scarce
resources towards arms procurement it is clear to all that for
sustainable development of the african continent it is important
that policy makers and all levels of society understand africa s
security challenges so that all may work towards sustainable
peace and security for the african continent this book is a
collection of papers most of them written for the journal african
renaissance by prominent african scholars and practitioners who
seek to understand the various causes of african conflicts the
many forms and different dimensions that these conflicts have taken
their devastating effects and the challenges for sustainable peace
and security on the african continent the book is proudly blessed
by the inclusion with permission of the report of the outgoing
united nations secretary general kofi anan entitled quote the
causes of conflict and the promotion of durable peace and
sustainable development in africa quote the book is aimed at policy
makers academics students and for all who are interested in peace
security and sustainable development on the african continent

A Fragile Peace

1998-11-01

this anthropological study of ladakh analyses the means by which
small communities create spaces of order amidst the heterogeneous
forces of modernity in doing so it also filling a conspicuous gap in
the secondary literature on tibetan law
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A Fragile Peace

2004

after forming a truce with constantine the emperor of rome king
arthur of britain feels confident in his newly established rule his
people are united under his banner the pagan and the christian living
together as one in his lands and there seems to be nothing left to
do but celebrate his triumph but a storm is brewing both within the
kingdom and outside it a terrible plague spreads through the land
killing thousands and weakening arthur s army and a rival
warlord is gaining power inciting those on britain s borders to
mount an attack can arthur rally enough men to his side to stop
the threat of war or will his fragile peace be shattered a fragile
peace is the fifth book in paul bannister s best selling forgotten
emperor series chronicling the life of king arthur in ancient britain it
is perfect for fans of conn iggulden ben kane and simon scarrow
praise for a fragile peace i enjoyed a fragile peace for several
reasons its ability to bring this historical period alive in all its
splendour and brutality its pace and its successful handling of the
first person narrative helen mccabe author of the price of beauty a
thrilling story which weaves together both history and legend
richard foreman best selling author of the swords of rome series a
fantastic insight into roman life tom kasey best selling author of
the dante conspiracy paul bannister is a journalist and author his
other books in the forgotten emperor series are arthur britannicus
arthur imperator arthur invictus and the king s cavalry endeavour
press is the uk s leading independent digital publisher for more
information on our titles please sign up to our newsletter at
endeavourpress com each week you will receive updates on free and
discounted ebooks follow us on twitter endeavourpress and on
facebook via on fb me 1hweqv7
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Fragile Peace

2002

examines successes and failures of large scale interventions to
build peace in el salvador cambodia haiti somalia and bosnia and
herzegovina sheds lights on the unique conditions for and
constraints on peacebuilding in each country and examines the
quality and coherence of international responses cousens is
director of research at the international peace academy kumar is
affiliated with the office of the special representative of the un
secretary general for children and armed conflict annotation
copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Northern Ireland

2021-03-09

after the peace examines peace agreements made in the period after
the cold war and ways in which these agreements might be
strengthened six studies are included that explore three major
conflicts from a number of perspectives

Fragile Peace

1999-03-01

sixth in the annual series this volume examines the major trends in
armed conflicts in south asia during 2011 efforts towards
conflict management undertaken by the state and their
effectiveness as also the road ahead while focusing on the burning
issues within the region the volume looks into two important
aspects of the conflict situation conflict alert and peace audit in
providing critical policy recommendations to the state the former
anticipates early warning regarding an impending conflict and its
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potential transformation the latter assesses the status of
ceasefires and peace processes adopted by the respective countries
the volume highlights the causes of armed conflicts in south asia
so as to facilitate concrete peace processes in addition to essays
addressing armed conflicts in afghanistan pakistan india and
myanmar it includes a special section entitled peace audit this
segment reviews and evaluates specific peace efforts undertaken in
jammu and kashmir nepal sri lanka and northeast india measures
their successes and failures and discusses the lessons that may be
learnt from them further it studies the nature of these peace
processes their effectiveness and the dangers of conflict relapse

The Fragile Peace You Keep

1998

introduces an innovative practical approach to resolving an
enduring issue how can conflicts be resolved in polarized societies
and fragile states

Violent Conflicts, Fragile Peace

2008-05-20

a fragile peace gives way to conspiracy betrayal and rebellion in
this sequel to the new york times bestselling a little hatred from
epic fantasy master joe abercrombie a master of his craft forbes no
one writes with the seismic scope or primal intensity of joe
abercrombie pierce brown peace is just another kind of battlefield
savine dan glokta once adua s most powerful investor finds her
judgement fortune and reputation in tatters but she still has all
her ambitions and no scruple will be permitted to stand in her way
for heroes like leo dan brock and stour nightfall only happy with
swords drawn peace is an ordeal to end as soon as possible but
grievances must be nursed power seized and allies gathered first
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while rikke must master the power of the long eye before it kills her
unrest worms into every layer of society the breakers still lurk in
the shadows plotting to free the common man from his shackles
while noblemen bicker for their own advantage orso struggles to
find a safe path through the maze of knives that is politics only
for his enemies and his debts to multiply the old ways are swept
aside and the old leaders with them but those who would seize the
reins of power will find no alliance no friendship and no peace lasts
forever for more from joe abercrombie check out the age of
madnessa little hatredthe trouble with peace the wisdom of
crowds the first law trilogythe blade itselfbefore they are
hangedlast argument of kings best served coldthe heroesred
country the shattered sea trilogyhalf a kinghalf a worldhalf a
war

Peace and Conflict in Ladakh

2007

during fiscal 2003 05 world bank lending and administrative
budgets to fragile states amounted to 4 1 billion and 161 million
respectively this report assesses the effectiveness of this bank
support the report finds that the bank and the donor community
have improved their operational readiness to engage with fragile
states and made substantial progress on donor coordination at
the international policy level significant challenges remain
however donor agendas have been overly ambitious and need to be
made more selective the effectiveness of donor programs needs to be
improved after the immediate post conflict phase in war ravaged
countries when structural change is needed and donors need to
develop transparent aid allocation criteria that ensure that
fragile states will be neither under nor over aided the report makes
recommendations to overcome these challenges and distills lessons
for the bank and other donors
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The Fragile Peace

1975

though conflicts among african nations diminished at the end of the
last millennium the need for peace remains a perennial concern for
african citizens within their communities and countries once again
maphosa and keasley have engaged a collection of scholar
practitioners to address the query what s going to make a
difference in contemporary peace education around africa the
contributing authors draw from daily headlines as well as african
literature to unearth twenty first century quandaries with which
educators in formal and informal contexts are called upon to
grapple the what s going to make a difference authors offer
insights to educators peace education practitioners and parents
for everyday living the authors probe the wisdom of the recent and
ancient past and bring forth pearls for contemporary moments all
in discerning effort to respond to the guiding question the editors
and their contributing colleagues deliver a compelling set of
revelations for making a difference in peace education for african
and world citizens

A Fragile Peace (Forgotten Emperor Book 5)

2016-02-03

not all christmas ornaments sparkle on tree branches some are
fragile easily broken and joy often disappears like melting
snowflakes we are just like those ornaments and snowflakes but
there is a healing light that can be found at christmas

Peacebuilding as Politics

2001
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understanding civil society christoph spurk civil society and the
state kjell erling kjellman and kristian berg harpviken civil society
and peacebuilding thania paffenholz a comprehensive analytical
framework thania paffenholz and christoph spurk guatemala a
dependent and fragmented civil society sabine kurtenbach northern
ireland civil society and the slow building of peace roberto belloni
bosnia herzegovina civil society in a semiprotectorate roberto
belloni and bruce hemmer turkey the kurdish question and the
coercive state ay�e bet�l �elik cyprus a divided civil society in
stalemate esra �uhadar and andreas kotelis israel and palestine
civil societies in despair esra �uhadar and sari hanafi afghanistan
civil society between modernity and tradition kaja borchgrevink and
kristian berg harpviken nepal from conflict to consolidating a
fragile peace rhoderick chalmers sri lanka peace activists and
nationalists camilla orjuela somalia civil society in a collapsed
state ken menkhaus et al nigeria dilemmas of co optation in the niger
delta darren kew and cyril obi what civil society can contribute
to peacebuilding thania paffenholz enabling and disenabling factors
for civil society peacebuilding thania paffenholz et al conclusion
thania paffenholz

After the Peace

1999

dr borko b djordjevic m d ph d born in belgrade has made a notable
career as a plastic surgeon in the usa and he continues to work
actively in serbia and montenegro his autobiography is very
interesting exciting and shows the dilemmas decisions and
adaptations of a young man to life in an entirely new environment
his book points to the many possibilities for achieving optimal
results in plastic surgery and life this book will provide insights
into the lesser known details about the disintegration of the
socialist federal republic of yugoslavia the interests of big
capital and that of powerful people this autobiographical read
takes the reader to the core of american career creation it is
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enriched with a large number of photographs documenting the
author s association with some of the most powerful people in the
world thanks to his exceptional work and communication skills dr
djordjevic had direct meetings with as many as five u s presidents
even mediating the arrival of jimmy carter to bosnia in order to
establish peace in 1994

Nepal in transition : from people's war to
fragile peace

2012

cover half title title page copyright page dedication table of
contents acknowledgements list of acronyms and abbreviations
introduction references 1 understanding conflict beyond ethnicity
and religion 1 1 ethnicity concepts theories and perspectives 1 2
ethnicity religion and violence the theoretical debate around
primordialism 1 3 beyond ethnicity and religion edward azar s
theory of protracted social conflict 1 4 chapter conclusions
notes references 2 responding to conflict and building peace in
theory and practice 2 1 the peacebuilding consensus origins gains
and losses 2 2 chapter conclusions notes references 3 addressing
socio economic inequalities as a basis for peace 3 1 from wishful
thinking to reality economic and social rights 3 2 chapter
conclusions notes references 4 historical trajectories of the
north south conflict in sudan 1956 2005 4 1 the complex roots
of sudan s civil conflicts 4 2 chapter conclusions notes
references 5 from addis ababa to the comprehensive peace agreement
5 1 a long and tortuous peace process 5 2 chapter conclusions
notes references 6 rendering invisibilities visible in sudan a critical
analysis of the comprehensive 6 1 chapter conclusions notes
references 7 a fragile peace and the various souths within south
sudan addressing inequalities 7 1 the post independence challenges
to sustainable peace in south sudan 7 2 chapter conclusions
notes references conclusions notes references index
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After IFOR

1996

this stimulating collection of essays by prominent scholars
honors turid karlsen seim bodies borders believers brings together
biblical scholars ecumenical theologians archeologists
classicists art historians and church historians working side by
side to probe the past and its receptions in the present the
contributions relate in one way or another to seim s broad
research interests covering such themes as gender analysis bodily
practices and ecumenical dialogue the editors have brought
together an international group of scholars and among the
contributors many scholarly traditions theoretical orientations
and methodological approaches are represented making this book an
interdisciplinary and border crossing endeavor a comprehensive
bibliography of seim s work is included

Armed Conflicts in South Asia 2012

2013-11-12

history and hope the international humanitarian reader provides a
better understanding both within and outside academia of the
multifaceted demands posed by humanitarian assistance programs
the reader is a compilation of the most important chapters in the
twelve volume international humanitarian affairs book series
published by fordham university press each selected chapter has
been edited and updated in addition the series editor kevin m cahill m
d has written among other chapters an introductory essay
explaining the academic evolution of the discipline of humanitarian
assistance it focuses on the fordham experience its institute of
international humanitarian affairs iiha has developed practical
programs for training fieldworkers especially those dealing with
complex emergencies following conflicts and man made or natural
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disasters

Mediation and Governance in Fragile
Contexts

2019

this encyclopedia provides an authoritative guide intended for
students of all levels of studies offering multidisciplinary insight
and analysis of over 500 headwords covering the main concepts
of security and non traditional security and their relation to
other scholarly fields and aspects of real world issues in the
contemporary geopolitical world

The Trouble with Peace

2020-09-15

as passover approaches the city of jerusalem is a political
tinderbox judah a resistance leader plots to overthrow the roman
occupation eleazar and his father the high priest caiaphas seek
peace in the city at all costs pilate the roman governor maneuvers
to keep order and his own hold on power caleb a shopkeeper is
reluctantly caught up in the intrigue when rumors start spreading
about the popular prophet jesus hailed by many as the messiah
roman and jewish leaders alike fear unrest and violence during the
upcoming festival then in the midst of this tension unexpected
alliances emerge in killing a messiah new testament scholar adam
winn weaves together stories of historical and fictional
characters in a fresh reimagining of the events leading up to jesus
execution based on what we know of the first century context
winn s narrative offers compelling explanations for gaps in the
gospel accounts the social political and religious realities of
jesus world come to life and shed new light on our reading of the
biblical texts in a city full of political entanglements espionage
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and competing interests the blame for the crucifixion is complex and
can t land on just a single party it takes more than one to kill a
messiah

Engaging with Fragile States

2006-01-01

the sixth edition of this bestselling book takes students on a
journey through the 20th century and provides a clear overview
of the key events which have shaped modern world history
unrivalled in its broad coverage it surveys international
relations and war from 1900 to the present day examines the rise
and fall of fascism and communism around the globe explores the
international affairs of the major superpowers the usa russia ussr
and china assesses the experience of decolonization in india africa
and latin america unpicks global issues including economic crises
and population increase chapters feature maps diagrams and end of
chapter questions to support and reinforce understanding this new
edition has been updated to take account of new scholarship and
provide a more global approach to key chapters in modern world
history key changes include new material on the second world war
beginning with the outbreak of war between china and japan and
touches upon italy s campaigns in east and north africa and civil
wars taking place in china spain and the ukraine coverage of new
historical interpretations of the events that led to the first
world war new chapters on the history of the united states of
america a new chapter on tsar nicholas ii and the russian
revolutions of 1917 mastering modern world history is the go to
textbook for secondary school students and undergraduates
studying modern world history and international relations and an
ideal companion for anyone with an interest in how the world got
into its present state
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New Caledonia

1990

Peace Education for Violence Prevention in
Fragile African Societies

2019-02-10

How Not to Make Peace

2006

Fragile Ornaments, Melting Snowflakes and
the Healing Light of Christmas

2014-12-12

Civil Society & Peacebuilding

2010

Fragile Peace

2022-12-15
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International Conflict Resolution and
Peacebuilding Strategies

2017

Bodies, Borders, Believers

2015-10-01

History and Hope

2013-09-01

The Palgrave Encyclopedia of Global
Security Studies

2023-02-15

Killing a Messiah

2020-01-14

Mastering Modern World History

2022-06-30
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